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Abstract
Every day, twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, airports
experience tens of thousands of people filtering in and out of
different gates. Amidst this huge clutter of passengers, it is nearly
impossible for security and TSA officials to detect the strange and
unusual movements of a single person. The Video Analytics
Surveillance Transition Project is attempting to remove this burden
while saving airports money on costly shutdowns and delays.
Using video anomaly sensing technology, software developers
create algorithms that train cameras to identify counter-flow.
Counter-flow is someone moving against the flow of foot traffic to
skip screening lanes and reach boarding gates through exit lanes.
The importance of video analytics in this project is first identifying
a valid target and then re-identifying that target through multiple
camera views. The software interpolates between frames where a
person has been manually identified, thus creating a ‘track’ of
each person. Individual researchers go through each camera view,
re-identifying the tracked IDs through the different camera views.
Manually tracked IDs serve as “ground truth” for algorithm testing
and development for automatic tracking, with which software
developers use to rate their algorithm’s performance.
Implementing video anomaly-sensing technology in airports
across the United States and maybe eventually internationally will
be extremely beneficial in future airport security. Not only will it
immensely heighten the security, but this technology will save
airports money by recognizing potential airport intruders before
they jeopardize airport safety.

Background

Problem 
People entering airports through 
exit lanes, causing temporary 
shut downs, flight delays, and 
the loss of millions of dollars

Solution 
Locate breaches using re-
identification software 
compatible with existing airport 
security to aid TSA officials

Conclusion

What’s Next?

Acknowledgements

Produce a robust product that is 
inexpensive and implement it in 
airports’ existing camera systems

Initiate a new phase: preventing 
thievery in train/subway stations

Camera View Camera View After Detection

Example camera view at Cleveland 
International Airport. Notice low resolution.

Camera view after the threat has been detected- TSA official is notified by the red border 
surrounding the camera view. Red circles added around threats to aid presentation only. 
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Goal: To identify and re-identify a target across multiple camera 
views and prevent costly shut downs and flight delays in airports.

Manual “tag-and-track” to verify the algorithms

Target is followed and manually tagged across multiple views

Manual optimization of the target’s path

Examples of Ground-Truth Re-Identification:

Examples consist 
of subway data but 
are still consistent 
with data obtained 
from ground truths 

of the Cleveland  
Airport views

The most important goal of this
project is being able to correctly re-
identify a person multiple times in
different conditions. After the work
of VAST (Video Analytics Surveillance
Transition), the software currently
has a 99.9% probability of detection
with only 3 false alarms per week.


